IM#: 19-0116891

Steelcase® Flex Collection

CREATE SPACES ON DEMAND
Steelcase Flex empowers teams to create spaces and
environments that are just right for personal preferences
and project needs. With little effort, Steelcase Flex can
be adapted and reconfigured on demand by the team.

Empowering Teams
The Steelcase Flex Collection empowers teams to create
spaces that can be rearranged on demand, creating
environments teams and individuals need to do their best

IM#: 19-0117652

work. The collection is designed for spontaneity - making
it easy to shift between different daily activities — from

SHOW THE FLOW
Making work visual drives clarity and allows team
members to stay up to date on rapidly developing projects.
Steelcase Flex provides ample opportunities for teams to
create, share and move their work wherever they go.

a brainstorm to a workshop, or from a stand-up to
a sprint review.

IM#: 19-0117521

JUST RIGHT FOR ANY TEAM
Inspired by the diverse activities and flexibility required by
teams using design thinking and agile practices, Steelcase
Flex gives all kinds of teams the control they need to adapt
their space at any given moment. Whether it’s big changes
or small tweaks to the team’s space, Steelcase Flex can
move at the same pace as the work they do.

IM#: 19-0117628

SUPPORTS MULTIPLE WORK MODES
From collaboration to individual focus work to a social
gathering, Steelcase Flex elements can create just the
right environment as work modes change throughout the
day and people move from activity to activity. Steelcase
Flex meets the needs of the team without losing sight
of the individual.

IM#: 19-0117612
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IM#: 19-0117724

DYNAMIC TEAM NEIGHBORHOODS
Steelcase Flex creates dynamic team neighborhoods for the
high-performing, modern workplace. By providing teams with
all the essentials to adapt their space as needed, keep their work
visible and shape team identity, Steelcase Flex supports the
changing activities and behaviors of hyper-collaborative teams.
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Steelcase Flex Collection
The Steelcase Flex Collection is a family of integrated
products that work well on their own, but was designed
with clever and thoughtful details that allow the entire
collection to work best together to create different kinds
of team spaces.

IM#: 19-0117500

SCREENS
The lightweight freestanding screens come in three
sizes, are tackable and provide infinite possibilities
for personal privacy, space division and keeping
information visible. The magnetic edges allow
for a variety of configurations and can be easily
integrated across the Steelcase Flex Collection.

IM#: 19-0117548

HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE DESK
Designed for mobility and function, the height-adjustable
desk comes with integrated rollers that allow for movement,
one-cord-out integrated power that hosts up to seven
plugs, and user adjustable curved screens that can be
configured by anyone for both privacy and modesty.
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IM#: 19-0117555

MARKERBOARD SOLUTIONS
Create, share and showcase your work with Steelcase
Flex Markerboard Solutions. Lightweight markerboards,
a multi-purpose stand and mountable wall rails allow the
team to surround themselves with information and keep
everyone in the loop.

IM#: 19-0117213

TABLES
The family of standing and seated-height work tables can
be used for a wide array of team activities -- from individual
focus work to collaborative work; they can also be used in
in-between spaces. Tables come with glides and optional
wheels for easy movement, and pegs allow you to hang the
power hanger, cable catch or other personal items.

IM#: 19-0117218

CARTS
The cart family provides team personalization and storage, a
place to display information, while also creating boundaries for
space division. Designed for mobility, the team cart and board
cart keeps all the team’s essentials accessible and visible.

IM#: 19-0129429

ACOUSTIC BOUNDARY
The movable acoustic boundary provides flexible space
division, acoustic privacy and allows for the integration of
markerboards and screens to display information.

IM#: 19-0117229

ACCESSORIES
The basket and cup are designed to hold markers, sticky
notes and anything else the team needs to visualize their ideas.
The basket and cup can be used across the collection to
provide functionality, storage and personalization.
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STATEMENT OF LINE
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Measurement in mm

1

Height-Adjustable Desk

2

Screens

3

Slim Table

4

Height Adjustable Range:
575-1237

Rectangular: W902xH1194/1803

Top Shape: Rectangular

Top Shape: Rectangular

Angled: H1194 x W1194

Depth: 450

Depth: 600/700/750/800

Top Shape: Rectangular

Thickness: 13

Width: 1500

Width: 1200/1400/1500/

Height: 1000

1600/1800

Depth: 600/700/750/800

Height: 1000

Width: 1200/1400/1500/
1600/1800

5

Standing Height Table

Seat Height Table

6

Board Cart

7

Team Cart

8

Acoustic Boundary

Top Shape: Rectangular

Depth: 508

Depth: 508

Depth: 610

Depth: 600/700/750/800

Width: 1168

Width: 1168

Width: 1422

Width: 1200/1400/1500/1600/
1800

Height: 1156

Height: 1156

Height: 2006

Height: 725

9

Stand

10

Markerboard

11 12

Basket & Cup

13

Flex Huddle Hub

Diameter: 406

Rectangular: W902xH1194/1803

Molded PET

Depth: 682

Height: 914

Thickness: 14

Cup: 155x140x170

Width: 1894

Basket: 200x285x355

Height: 2000

** Wall Rail not available in Asia Pacific
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